#### ABSTRACT

Ruthenium is a promising low-temperature catalyst for Fischer–Tropsch synthesis (FTS). However, its scarcity and modest specific activity limit its widespread industrialization. We demonstrate here a strategy for tuning the crystal phase of catalysts to expose denser and active sites for a higher mass-specific activity. Density functional theory calculations show that upon CO dissociation there are a number of open facets with modest barrier available on the face-centered cubic (fcc) Ru but only a few step edges with a lower barrier on conventional hexagonal-closest packed (hcp) Ru. Guided by theoretical calculations, water-dispersible fcc Ru catalysts containing abundant open facets were synthesized and showed an unprecedented mass-specific activity in the aqueous-phase FTS, 37.8 molCO·molRu−1·h−1 at 433 K. The mass-specific activity of the fcc Ru catalysts with an average size of 6.8 nm is about three times larger than the previous best hcp catalyst with a smaller size of 1.9 nm and a higher specific surface area. The origin of the higher mass-specific activity of the fcc Ru catalysts is identified experimentally from the 2 orders of magnitude higher density of the active sites, despite its slightly higher apparent barrier. Experimental results are in excellent agreement with prediction of theory. The great influence of the crystal phases on site distribution and their intrinsic activities revealed here provides a rationale design of catalysts for higher mass-specific activity without decrease of the particle size.

#### INTRODUCTION

To develop efficient heterogeneous catalysts with higher mass specific activity and stability is currently challenging and demanding due to the limited resources available for energy conversion, chemical production, and environment protection. Specifically, it is highly desirable to develop efficient Fischer–Tropsch synthesis (FTS) catalysts that are used for production of liquid fuels and chemicals from coal, shale gas, and biomass that can work at low reaction temperature. Compared to the cobalt- and iron-based FTS processes typically working at 493–623 K,¹⁻¹¹ ruthenium (Ru) catalysts are promising because they are active at lower temperatures.¹⁸⁻²⁰ However, its scarcity and modest mass-specific activity require more investigation to increase mass-specific activity and stability prerequisite for its widespread industrialization.

To increase the mass-specific activity, the most used strategy is to reduce the particle size and thus to expose more surface sites.²¹⁻²³ This works well for structure-insensitive reactions with an increased tendency toward sintering and/or disintegration of supported particles.²⁴⁻³⁰ For some of the structure-sensitive reactions, the activity in terms of, for instance, turnover frequency (TOF) might even decrease with a reduction of the particle size.³⁰⁻³² Accordingly, identification of the...
active sites and its structural sensitivity is crucial. The edge sites of metal particles are usually highly active due to their lower coordination number, though the corresponding site density is low.\textsuperscript{33–35} Shape control to expose specific facets with desired activity and higher site density is a promising strategy; however, the performance of catalysts is often degraded by the strong protecting agents used to expose specific facets of catalysts.\textsuperscript{36–40} Therefore, the synthesis of catalysts with abundant active sites and free of protecting agents yet stable is vital for catalyst design with high specific activity.\textsuperscript{41}

There is growing interest in the effect of the exposed crystal phases of the metal particles on catalytic activity and selectivity.\textsuperscript{42–46} For cobalt-catalyzed FTS, it was found by Ducreux et al.\textsuperscript{42,43} and confirmed by many others\textsuperscript{44–47} that the hcp phase is more active than the face-centered-cubic (fcc) phase. Based on density functional theory (DFT) calculations and kinetics analysis, we found that CO dissociation on hcp Co has a lower CO dissociation barrier compared with fcc Co and dissociates directly for the previous one but is assisted by hydrogen for the latter one.\textsuperscript{48} The origin of higher catalytic activity on hcp Co came from the formation of abundant 4-fold sites favorable for stabilizing dissociation products. When the cobalt was carburized to the carbide phase, which is inactive for FTS, we found that the formation of the Co metal and carbide interfaces dramatically increases the selectivity of high alcohol.\textsuperscript{49} Recent experiments further showed that controlling the morphology of cobalt carbide can even produce the lower olefin highly selectively.\textsuperscript{50}

The formation of a mixed phase of fcc and hcp Ru was first observed by Somorjai and co-workers\textsuperscript{57} in Ru catalyst for CO oxidation. A pure fcc Ru phase was later synthesized by Kitagawa et al.\textsuperscript{58} Different from Co catalysts, fcc Ru was more active toward CO oxidation than that of hcp Ru when the size was above 3 nm. It was proposed that the higher activity of fcc Ru came from the presence of abundant (111) facets, which could be easily oxidized to more active RuO\textsubscript{2} (110). We also synthesized fcc Ru but using fcc Pt as core and found that the synthesized core–shell Pt@Ru catalysts comprising a number of (111) facets is more active for hydrogen evolution reaction than that of hcp Ru.\textsuperscript{59} Higher activity of fcc Ru compared to hcp Ru was further observed in other reactions, such as conversion of ammonia–borane,\textsuperscript{60–62} oxygen evolution reaction,\textsuperscript{63} hydrogenation reaction,\textsuperscript{64} and N\textsubscript{2} activation.\textsuperscript{65} Whether fcc Ru have higher activity than that of hcp Ru toward FTS remains an open question.

We report here a joint theoretical and experimental study on fcc and hcp Ru-catalyzed FTS. To guide the catalyst synthesis, we first used CO dissociation to probe the influence of fcc and hcp Ru via DFT calculations. It was found that there are a number of open facets with modest barriers available on fcc Ru but only a few step edges with a lower barrier on hcp Ru. On the basis of theoretical calculations, water-dispersible fcc Pt@Ru core–shell nanocrystal catalysts with high density of the active sites (open facets) were synthesized. The fcc NCs catalyst synthesized shows extraordinary specific activity in the aqueous-phase FTS process in a low temperature range of 393–433 K. At 433 K, the activity is as high as 37.8 mol\textsubscript{CO}/mol\textsubscript{Ru}·h\textsuperscript{−1}, which is by far the most active FTS catalyst working at low temperature (<473 K). The origin of the high activity of fcc Ru compared with hcp Ru is identified to result from the at least 2 orders of magnitude higher density of active sites on fcc NCs catalysts, as predicted by theoretical calculations. Importantly, an increase of the site density allows the synthesis of catalysts for a higher specific activity without decrease of the particle size, a fact of that improves the stability of catalysts as well.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

DFT Calculations. Hcp and fcc Ru have different crystal structures and can expose various sites with distinct intrinsic activity and population. To examine the overall feature of hcp and fcc Ru rather than to study only a few representative step edges/facets, we started first from the fcc and hcp Ru bulk morphologies, which indicate the potential facets exposed and the corresponding ratio. On the basis of the principle of Wulff construction and surface energies of a number of surfaces from DFT calculations (Table S1), the morphology of bulk fcc and hcp Ru was optimized (Figure S1). Indeed, fcc and hcp Ru bulks exhibit very different morphologies: fcc Ru is octahedron-like populated mainly by close-packed (111) facets, and hcp Ru is a dihedral-like shape populated mainly by open facets, respectively. To probe the influence of the Ru crystal phase (hcp vs fcc) on the FTS reactivity, CO dissociation, which is a crucial step for FTS, was calculated. We considered 18 surface structures, including facets exposed in optimized morphologies of bulk metals, and a few low index facets including (111) and (0001) steps (both A type and B type), which might be important for small particles. Two possible dissociation pathways, namely, direct dissociation (CO → C + O) and H-assisting dissociation (CO + H → CHO → CH + O), at low coverages of 0.25 ML were explored. The corresponding energetics, kinetics barriers, configuration for reactants, intermediates, and transition states are reported in Table S2 and Figure S2.

The calculated CO dissociation barriers, $E_{\text{diss}}$, vary from 0.94 to 2.37 eV for hcp Ru and 1.13 to 2.28 eV for fcc Ru, respectively. The large variation of CO dissociation barriers in magnitude of 1.43 eV (hcp) and 1.15 eV (fcc) suggests that CO dissociations are highly structure sensitive on both Ru phases. This is in good agreement with the result of diatomic molecules dissociation on transition-metal surfaces.\textsuperscript{21,35,66–68} Considering typical aqueous-phase FTS reaction conditions (393–443 K), a decrease of the dissociation barrier by 0.1 eV means a decrease of the corresponding rate constant by more than 1 order of magnitude. As a result, we focus below the structures with CO dissociation barrier falling in the window of 0.94–1.39 eV only, which contains 14 of 18 different surface structures (Figure 1).

From Figure 1, it is observed that hcp (0001) step B has the lowest CO dissociation barrier $E_{\text{diss}}$ of 0.94 eV via direct dissociation, among all structures considered. The low barrier comes from the presence of favorable B5-sites,\textsuperscript{21,22,35} as shown in Figure 2A. This implies that hcp Ru might have potentially higher intrinsic activity than fcc Ru. However, the site density of the step edge is low and might even disappear in small particles.\textsuperscript{21,22,35} For structures with a CO dissociation barrier in range of [1.12 eV, 1.20 eV], there is only one facet available from hcp Ru, (112), where CO dissociates directly with a barrier of 1.13 eV. In contrast, for fcc Ru, there is one step edge (111) step B, and three facets including (100), (211), and (110) available. The corresponding CO dissociation barriers are 1.13, 1.12, 1.17, and 1.20 eV, respectively. Depending on the facet, CO dissociates directly or assisting by hydrogen, as indicated in Figure 1. Again, the modest barriers for these facets originate from the presence of B5-type sites (Figure 2B–D). More fcc facets than those of hcp Ru in the CO dissociation
barrier of [1.12 eV, 1.20 eV] indicate that there are denser active sites available on fcc Ru.

For hcp Ru structures with CO dissociation barriers higher than 1.20 eV (Figure 1), there are four structures available, i.e., (0001) step A, (1121), (1011), and (2021) with $E_{\text{diss}}$ of 1.27, 1.30, 1.31, and 1.36 eV, respectively. Compared to the above structures in [1.12 eV, 1.20 eV], the corresponding rate constants of CO dissociation would decrease by 1 and/or 2 orders of magnitude further. Importantly, since both fcc and hcp Ru have similar amounts of facets/step edges in this window, their contribution to the overall activity of fcc and hcp Ru would be similar.

The above calculations indicate that hcp Ru (0001) step-B sites have a lower barrier for CO dissociation, but its site density is rather low. This would limit the specific activity of the hcp Ru catalyst. On other hand, though fcc Ru has facets with slightly higher barriers, the corresponding sites is more abundant. This implies that fcc Ru catalyst might have an overall higher mass-specific activity, as indeed seen in following experiment.

We note that the trend behavior between the hcp and fcc phase is dependent on the transition metals. For instance, on cobalt catalysts, hcp Co not only has lower barriers for CO dissociation but also has more active facets than that of fcc Co. The difference between Ru and Co comes mainly from, in addition to the electronic effect (composition), the geometrical effect. Namely, the Ru lattice constant is about 9% larger than that of Co, a fact of that change the corresponding transition states, as found similar in our previous work.

**Synthesis of fcc Ru Nanocrystals.** Fcc Ru nanocrystals (noted as fcc NCs) have been reported recently by several groups including us. It was proposed that the presence of abundant (111) facets was essential for the observed superior activity, whereas our calculations above indicate that, for CO dissociation, abundant open facets are desired. Moreover, for aqueous FTS, it is also crucial to synthesize water-stable and dispersible catalysts free from strong protecting agents.

Herein, we synthesized fcc Pt@Ru core–shell nanocrystals (Pt/Ru = 1:9 in mole ratio) with a hydrothermal method. K$_2$PtCl$_4$ and RuCl$_3$ were used as metal precursors. Formaldehyde was introduced as the reductant and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) as a weak polymeric stabilizer to make the nanocrystals dispersible in aqueous solution. During the hydrothermal reaction at 433 K, fcc Pt cores formed, followed by the epitaxial growth of fcc Ru shells. The obtained NCs show an average size of 6.8 ± 1.5 nm (Figure 3A, noted as fcc NCs (6.8 nm)). The Pt/Ru molar ratio of the NCs obtained from EDS (Figure 3C) and inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) is identical with the feeding ratio of the two metals (Table S3), suggesting the complete reduction of both precursors.

A representative scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) image in annular dark field (ADF) Z-contrast mode shows that almost all NCs contain a bright Pt core (2–4 nm) fully wrapped by a less bright Ru shell. This is further supported by the elemental mapping via electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) imaging (Figure 3D–G). Only one set of diffraction patterns, corresponding to the [110] zone axis of the fcc phase, is observed in the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the image of the entire particle in Figure 3F, revealing the fcc nature of this particle and overgrowth of the Ru shell on the Pt core.

The fcc NCs synthesized are metallic in nature according to normalized X-ray absorption near-edge structure experiments (Figure S4), and the core–shell nature of the particles was further confirmed by the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectrum. For the Pt L3 edge, the sum of the first shell coordination number of $N_{\text{Pt}-\text{Pt}}$ and $N_{\text{Pt}-\text{Ru}}$ is 11.6,
while $N_{\text{Ru-Ru}}$ in the Ru K edge is 9.1. Moreover, $N_{\text{Ru-Pt}}$ in the Ru K edge is undetectable (Figure 4B and Table 1). This suggests that Pt atoms are in saturated coordination with all Pt atoms either adjacent to Pt atoms or Ru atoms, while part of the Ru atoms are unsaturated. In other words, Pt and Ru are in a kind of core (Pt) shell (Ru) structure.

Compared with fcc Ru nanocrystals in previous reports, the samples in this work show wider distributions in size and expose more open facets which will be discussed in detail later. According to the DFT results above, the activation energy of CO dissociation is relatively low on these open facets of fcc Ru. In the previous reports, capping agents with stabilizing effects on certain facets were introduced to improve the morphology uniformity of fcc Ru nanocrystals. For instance, oxalate ions, selectively stabilizing {111} facets of fcc Ru,\textsuperscript{59} and fcc Pt–Pd alloy,\textsuperscript{71,72} were used in the synthesis of fcc Pt@Ru nanotetrahedrons surrounded by {111} facets. In the present work,
no such capping agent is added, and therefore, fcc Pt@Ru nanocrystals expose fewer \{111\} facets and more open facets are obtained, as revealed by the structure analysis based on the STEM-ADF method in the latter part of this paper.

As a control sample, we also synthesized hcp NCs at similar size of 6.8 ± 0.9 nm (Figure 3H, termed as hcp NCs (6.8 nm)). These Ru NCs are hcp particles with a polycrystalline feature, as shown by the high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image (Figure 3I). A hcp domain from the \{112\} zone axis is shown in the lower right part of Figure 3I, which exposes both \{0001\} facets and open facets of hcp phase. Another reference sample (termed as hcp NCs (1.9 nm)) is hcp Ru nanospheres with an average diameter of 1.9 ± 0.5 nm (Figure 3J). These nanospheres coalesce to form networks of interconnecting nanoparticles. A hcp domain projected from the \{112\} zone axis is highlighted in the HRTEM image (Figure 3K).

In previous records, this sample shows the highest TOF in aqueous-phase FTS.\(^{18}\)

A typical X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the as-obtained fcc NCs shows characteristic peaks at 40.3°, 46.6°, 68.2° (2\(\Theta\)), corresponding to the \{111\}, \{200\}, and \{220\} diffractions of fcc phase (lower part of Figure 4A). Rietveld refinement (Figure S3A, \(R_{wp} = 0.0235, R_{exp} = 0.0229, \text{GOF} = 1.03\)) further confirms the fcc structure of Pt cores (a = 3.963 Å) and Ru shells (a = 3.893 Å). The Ru–Ru distance in fcc Ru shells is slightly smaller than the Pt–Pt distance in fcc Pt cores, in accordance with the EXAFS fitting result (Table S4). The molar ratio of fcc Pt phase to fcc Ru phase is 10.2:89.8, quite close to the feeding ratio of two precursors. XRD pattern of hcp phase is observed on the 6.8 nm hcp NCs (middle part of Figure 4A). The refinement of the XRD profile (Figure S3C, \(R_{wp} = 0.0303, R_{exp} = 0.0278, \text{GOF} = 1.09\)) indicates lattice parameters of a = b = 2.710 Å and c = 4.298 Å, identical to those in the PDF card (No. 06-0663). The excellent agreement with the DFT calculation of a = b = 2.728 Å and c = 4.297 Å for bulk hcp Ru tells that 6.8 nm hcp NCs already have good crystalline bulk structures, whereas for the 1.9 nm hcp NCs, because of its ultrasmall size, the diffraction peaks around 40°–43° widen seriously, merging into a broad peak in the XRD profile (upper part of Figure 4A).

**FTS Performance.** Although FTS is favored at low temperature, the conventional gas-phase Ru-, Co-, and Fe-based FTS catalysts (Table S5) normally have relatively low reactivity. Normally, gas-phase FTS is operating within a temperature range of 493–673 K.\(^{1−3}\) In 2007, it was reported that FTS could be operated in the aqueous phase as well, even at the low temperature of 423 K, and hcp Ru nanoparticle catalysts are very active in aqueous-phase FTS, reaching a record-high activity of 6.9 mol\(\text{CO}\)/mol\(\text{Ru}^{-1}\) h\(^{-1}\) at that low temperature.\(^{18}\)

In order to know whether the synthesized aqueous-phase water-soluble fcc NC catalyst has an improved catalytic performance in FTS and could surpass the previously best catalyst, we evaluated the above catalysts in aqueous phase at a relatively low temperature of 403 to 433 K (3.0 MPa syngas, H\(_2\)/CO = 2:1, Figure 5A and Figure S10A). We used mass-specific activity (\(r_{\text{mas}}\)) as a measure as it represents the mass-based potential of the catalysts. A higher mass-specific activity means that it is able to use less amount of expensive catalyst, which is critical for the industrial application of a new catalyst.

At 413 K, the mass-specific activity, \(r_{\text{mas}}\) of hcp NCs (1.9 nm), which are the most active aqueous phase FTS catalysts reported so far, was 3.7 mol\(\text{CO}\)/mol\(\text{Ru}^{-1}\) h\(^{-1}\).\(^{18}\) For 6.8 nm hcp NCs, it dropped to 2.2 mol\(\text{CO}\)/mol\(\text{Ru}^{-1}\) h\(^{-1}\), due to the lower specific surface area, whereas for fcc NCs catalysts, the \(r_{\text{mas}}\) increased drastically to 5.9 mol\(\text{CO}\)/mol\(\text{Ru}^{-1}\) h\(^{-1}\) (Figure 5A). At 433 K, the \(r_{\text{mas}}\) of the three catalysts increased rapidly to 37.8, 7.8, and 11.7 mol\(\text{CO}\)/mol\(\text{Ru}^{-1}\) h\(^{-1}\) for fcc NCs and hcp NCs (6.8 and 1.9 nm), respectively. Moreover, it can be found that the superior performance of fcc NCs over hcp NCs is enlarged at higher temperature. Specifically, the \(r_{\text{mas}}\) of fcc NCs becomes about five times higher than the hcp NCs with same particle size and at least three times higher than 1.9 nm hcp NCs. The activity of fcc NCs is also significantly higher than any reported aqueous phase FTS catalysts at same temperature.\(^{18,73−77}\)

The TOF of fcc and hcp NCs were calculated on the basis of the moles of CO per moles of surface Ru atom converted per hour, assuming all surface Ru atoms exposed are equally active and the particles are spherical (Figure S9). At 433 K, the TOF of 6.8 nm fcc NCs is as high as 197 mol\(\text{CO}\)/mol\(\text{surf-Ru}^{-1}\) h\(^{-1}\), in sharp contrast to 17 mol\(\text{CO}\)/mol\(\text{surf-Ru}^{-1}\) h\(^{-1}\) of 1.9 nm hcp NCs (the most active catalyst reported previously). Namely, the TOF of fcc NCs is more than 1 order of magnitude higher than the previous best catalyst.

The product distributions of the reaction at 433 K are shown in Figure 6. The chain-length distribution of the hydrocarbon products on fcc NCs follows the Anderson–Schulz–Flory statistics (Figure 6A) with a growth factor (\(\alpha\)) of hydrocarbon products of 0.81 (C\(_{1−19}\)), whereas those of hcp NCs (1.9 and 6.8 nm) are 0.83 and 0.77, respectively. Significantly, the selectivity toward the most desired product C\(_{5+}\), of fcc NCs catalyst was as high as 81.3% (Figures 6B). Small amounts of alcohols (3.8%) and aldehydes (2.6%) were also generated. On
the lower selectivity of CH$_4$ on fcc Ru as atom leads to a lower CH$_4$ selectivity. Theoretical calculations where the stronger adsorption of C atom on fcc Ru (211) vs hcp NCs, we was only 55.4% of hcp NCs, while the selectivities toward CH$_4$ were only 7.5% and 2.5%, respectively, showing that this factor of the fcc and hcp phases is small. For simplification, the vibrational factor of the fcc and hcp phases was assumed same at below.

To reveal the origin of the higher activity of the fcc NCs than that of hcp NCs, we performed the FTS experiment at different temperatures (Figure 5A), from which the apparent FTS barriers $E_{app}$ can be extracted based on the Arrhenius equation. Significantly, the extracted barriers $E_{app}$ for hcp NCs are 1.00 eV for 6.8 nm catalyst and 1.05 eV for 1.9 nm catalyst, showing that the reaction barrier is nearly independent of the size of hcp NCs. For fcc NCs (6.8 nm), surprisingly, the corresponding $E_{app}$ is larger with value of 1.21 eV, in contrast to its higher specific activity. Nevertheless, the measured trend of $E_{app}$ between 6.8 nm fcc and hcp NCs (1.21 eV vs 1.00 eV) agrees well with the trend of the calculated least CO dissociation barrier between fcc and hcp Ru (1.12 eV vs 0.93 eV). The qualitative and even the quantitative agreement (with an offset of ~0.08 eV in average) between experiment and theory substantiates well the theoretical prediction on the different intrinsic activity of the surface sites on fcc and hcp Ru catalysts. Moreover, this agreement also highlights the importance of CO dissociation on the overall activity of FTS.

We now turn to see the influence of the hcp and fcc phases on vibrational factor $A_{vib}$ involved in rate constant. For simplicity, we resort to examining direct CO dissociation on typical step edges and facets, including hcp (0001) and fcc (111) step B and hcp (1121) and fcc (211) by DFT calculations. $A_{vib}$ can be calculated via the corresponding partition functions of CO dissociation at the transition state and adsorption state $Q_{TS}$ and $Q_{CO}$ based on the transition state theory. The $A_{vib}$ for hcp (0001) and fcc (111) step B are computed to be similar ($1.3 \times 10^{11}$ s$^{-1}$ vs $2.0 \times 10^{11}$ s$^{-1}$), whereas for open facets, the calculated $A_{vib}$ of hcp (1121) is about five times larger than that of fcc (211) ($3.3 \times 10^{12}$ s$^{-1}$ vs $6.0 \times 10^{11}$ s$^{-1}$). Considering the approximation of the harmonic theory, the present result indicates that influence of the hcp and fcc phases on $A_{vib}$ is small. For simplification, the vibrational factor of the fcc and hcp phases was assumed same at below.

For a given catalyst, the corresponding mass-specific activity is governed in large extent by resultant of an exponential function of the apparent FTS barrier via $\exp(-E_{app}/k_BT)$, vibrational factor, and the active site density. Based on the measured mass-specific activity $r_{mass}$ extracted apparent FTS barriers $E_{app}$ and assumption of same vibrational factor of fcc and hcp NCs, the ratio of the site density responsible for the measured FTS activity between the best fcc and hcp NCs can be estimated. The site density on fcc NCs (6.8 nm) is around 2 orders of magnitude higher than that of hcp NCs (1.9 nm) on average. This corroborates well with the theoretical proposal of the denser active sites on fcc Ru.

STEM-ADF imaging was employed to substantiate the presence of denser active sites on fcc NCs. Even though the fcc NCs are not monodispersed and show various projected morphologies in the TEM images (Figure 3A) as they lay along different orientations on the carbon film, the majority of the NCs prefer to having some common structural features. A typical STEM-ADF image is shown in Figure 7A. The

Figure 6. (A) Anderson–Schulz–Flory distribution of hydrocarbon products for fcc NCs and hcp NCs. (B) Product distribution at 433 K (for more details, see Figure S10).

Figure 7. Structural analysis of a representative fcc NCs. Atomic resolution STEM ADF image (A) and corresponding FFT (B) along the fcc [112] zone axis showing quasi-triangular projection and the presence of only one set of diffraction pattern, respectively. (C) Simulated STEM ADF image along the fcc [112] zone axis. (D) FFT of the simulated image.
corresponding fast Fourier transformation (Figure 7B) shows that the three edges of the particle are parallel to one set of {111} planes and two sets of {311} planes. The ADF image intensity profile (Figure S11), taken across the {111} planes, reveals a gradual increase of intensity from the vertex or base of the triangle projection toward the center of the nanoparticle. This is true even just within the Ru shell layers (as seen from the intensity line profile from the Ru EELS map, Figure S12), suggesting that the nanoparticle is not flat. Instead, the thickness along the highlighted trajectory is increasing toward the center of the triangular projection.

Accordingly, a polyhedron model with surfaces composed of {111}, {311}, {211}, and {110} facets was constructed and shown in Figure 8 viewed from different angles (animation in Figure S13). STEM image simulation (Figure 7C) based on the proposed 3D structure, without the Pt core, can well reproduce the quasi-triangular projection along the [112] direction and the intensity profile. FFT of the simulated STEM image (Figure 7D) shows the presence of the 1/2{311} super-reflection spots, which are observed in the experimental image of our fcc but not in bulk fcc metals (Figure 7B). Simulation along the [110] zone axis also agrees with the corresponding experimental image (Figure S14). The excellent agreement between simulation and experimental images suggests that the constructed polyhedron captures the overall shape and exposed surface facets of the fcc NCs.

From the constructed polyhedron, the ratio of {111}, {311}, {211}, and {110} facets exposed can be derived, and the corresponding values are 40%, 41%, 13%, and 6%. Since the calculated CO dissociation barriers on these low-index open facets (1.30, 1.17 and 1.20 eV for {311}, {211}, and {110}, respectively) are modest, the presence of the dense and active sites on fcc NCs is well substantiated. Moreover, there remains a high ratio of {111} facet (40%) exposed, and the amount of (111) B-type step edge with low CO dissociation barrier of 1.13 eV might also contribute to the overall activity. These sites confer the extraordinary specific FTS activity of fcc NCs Ru catalysts.

We note that the fcc NCs exhibit excellent stability during FTS. Recycling experiments at 423 K indicate that \( r_{\text{H}_{2}} \) decreases only slightly in the third run from 15.0 to 13.9 molCO mol\text{Ru}^{-1}, h^{-1} and then remains almost unchanged during the remaining tests with a value of 12.9–13.9 molCO mol\text{Ru}^{-1} h^{-1}; similar results were found for selectivity (Figure S15). The TEM and XRD results showed that the phase and structure of the fcc NCs remain unchanged after the reaction (Figure S16), and thus, the fcc NCs are inferred to be stable during the FTS reaction.

The low reaction temperature is one reason for the excellent stability of fcc NCs in aqueous-phase FTS reactions. In another aspect, as demonstrated in previous work, the epitaxial deposited Ru layers on the fcc Pt core are “locked”, retaining the fcc crystal structure in the formation of fcc Ru shell because of the favorable interfacial adhesion. We note that the presence of Pt core may influence the activity of Ru shell via the so-called ligand effect and strain effect. To explore the potential influence, we calculated CO adsorption and dissociation on two and four Ru epitaxial layers on Pt(111) (Tables S2–S5). For thinner (two) Ru layers on Pt(111), CO adsorption was weakened by 0.17 eV, and the CO dissociation barrier increased by 0.02 eV. For the thicker (four) Ru layer on Pt(111) whose ligand effect was reduced, CO adsorption was weakened by 0.04 eV, and the CO dissociation barrier decreased by 0.1 eV. Since the Ru shell is typically thicker than four layers (~1 nm), the influence of the Pt core on activity of the Ru shell was expected to be modest. In other words, the superior activity of fcc NCs comes intrinsically from the Ru shell.

Most importantly, the super mass specific activity of fcc NCs is achieved not by decrease of the particle size but by the increase of the site density, a fact of that becomes possible by taking advantage of the distinct crystal structure of fcc Ru. As a result, the catalysts with super mass-specific activity can be maintained in a relative large size (6.8 nm) and are thermodynamically more resistant toward sintering, oxidation, and disintegration, etc.

**CONCLUSION**

For CO dissociation, density functional theory calculations show that there are a number of open facets with modest barriers available on fcc Ru but only few step edges with a lower barrier on hcp Ru. Accordingly, fcc Ru may have a higher specific activity. Guided by theoretical calculations, water-dispersible fcc Ru NCs catalysts with abundant open facets were synthesized. The fcc NCs Ru catalysts synthesized are highly active for aqueous-phase FTS even in 393–433 K. The catalysts with average size of 6.8 nm show an unprecedented mass-specific activity, which is about three times larger than the previous best hcp Ru catalyst with a smaller size of 1.9 nm and a higher specific surface area. The origin is identified from the formation of 2 orders of magnitude higher density of the active sites, overcompensating its higher apparent barrier, as predicted by theory.

The present investigation presents a strategy to a rational design of catalysts for high mass-specific activity by exploiting the crystal phases with different site abundance and intrinsic activity. Since the different crystal phases of catalysts could be controlled by the temperature, pressure, particle size, and metal-support interaction, and prepared even by dedicated synthesized methods, utilization of the crystal phases might open a new dimension of the rational design of catalysts toward a higher mass-specific activity. The presence of denser active
sites allows the synthesis of the catalysts for a higher mass-specific activity without necessary decrease of the particle size, a fact of that can significantly improve the stability of catalysts.

## COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY

All of the density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed by using projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials and the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP).\(^{8,2,8}\) The plane wave cutoff energy was set at 400 eV. The p(1 × 1) slab models used here have an atomic thickness of at least 19.5 Å and are separated by a vacuum of 15 Å for the accurate surface energies calculations. All of the atoms are fully relaxed for the surface energy calculations. A Monkhorst–Pack\(^{33}\) k-point sampling of 12 × 12 × 1 is adopted for the hcp Ru (0001) surface and is scaled proportionally for other surface unit cells.

We have used p(2 × 2) slab models for CO activation on all of the facets exposed on the morphologies of hcp and fcc Ru. All of the facets were simulated by four equivalent (111) layers (except fcc Ru (100) surface with five layers) slab. Neighboring slabs were separated by a vacuum of 15 Å to avoid the interactions between them. The density of k-points was kept at ~0.04 Å\(^{-1}\). All of the adsorbates and the topmost two equivalent (111) layers were relaxed. The improved force-reversal method\(^{86,87}\) was used to locate the transition states (TS), and the force tolerance was 0.03 eV/Å. Some of the TS are verified by the climbing-image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) methods.\(^{86,87}\) The located TS for CO dissociation were confirmed by frequency analysis.

The surface energy is calculated as \(E_{\text{surf}} = (E_{\text{slab}} - N_{\text{atoms}}E_{\text{bulk}})/2A\), where \(E_{\text{slab}}\) and \(E_{\text{bulk}}\) are the total energy of the slab and one bulk Ru atom, respectively, \(N\) is the number of Ru atoms in the slab, and \(A\) is the surface area. CO activation barrier (\(E_{\text{act}}\)) is calculated as the energy difference between the transition state and initial state. The reaction energy (\(\Delta E\)) is the energy difference between the total energies of final state and initial state. We chose the separate most stable adsorbed fragments on the surface as the initial and final states. The determined transition states allows the synthesis of the catalysts for a higher mass-specific activity without necessary decrease of the particle size, a fact of that can significantly improve the stability of catalysts.

### EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

#### Materials

**Chemicals.** Syngas (CO 32%, H\(_2\) 64%, Ar 4%), was purchased from Beijing BAIF Gases Industry Co., Ltd. H\(_2\)O, HCl (A.R.), RuCl\(_3\) (A.R., Shenyang Institute of Nonferrous Metal), K\(_2\)PtCl\(_4\) (A.R., Shenyang Institute of Nonferrous Metal), ruthenium(III) 2,4-pentandionato (Ru(acac)\(_3\), Alfa Aesar), benzyl alcohol (A.R.), poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone) (PVP, MW ~29000, Sigma-Aldrich), formaldehyde solution (HCHO, 40%, A.R.), hydrochloric acid (HCl, A.R.), acetone (A.R.), cyclohexane (HPLC grade), naphthalene (AR grade), and other chemicals were commercially available and used without further purification.

**Catalyst Synthesis.** The hydrothermal synthesis of fcc NCs was carried out in 25 mL Teflon-lined containers sealed in stainless steel autoclaves. In the synthesis, 0.024 mmol of K\(_2\)PtCl\(_4\), 0.216 mmol of RuCl\(_3\)·xH\(_2\)O, 100 mg of PVP, 0.1 mL of HCHO solution, and 0.062 mL of 1 M HCl solution were dissolved in ultrapure water (Millipore, 18.2 MΩ), diluted to 15 mL, added into the container, and sealed in the autoclave. The autoclave was then transferred into an oven kept at 433 K and taken out after 8 h. After the autoclave was cooled to room temperature, 45 mL of acetone was added, and the nanocrystals were collected by centrifugation at 10000 rpm for 10 min.

**hcp NCs (6.8 nm)** were synthesized with a solvothermal method in 25 mL Teflon-lined containers sealed in stainless steel autoclaves. Ru(acac)\(_3\) (0.24 mmol) and PVP (100 mg) were dissolved in 10 mL of benzyl alcohol. The solvothermal reaction was kept at 423 K for 24 h. After the autoclave was cooled to room temperature, 40 mL of acetone was added, and the nanocrystals were collected by centrifugation at 10000 rpm for 10 min.

**hcp NCs (19 nm)** were synthesized using the same method as that of Xiao et al.\(^{19}\) In a typical experiment, 0.2 mmol of RuCl\(_3\)·xH\(_2\)O and 0.88 g of PVP (8 mmol, PVP/Ru = 40:1 mol ratio) were dissolved in 40 mL of deionized water. The solution was then placed in a 100 mL stainless steel autoclave and was reduced under 2.0 MPa H\(_2\) at 423 K for 2 h with 800 rpm stirring. The reduced hcp NCs (19 nm) was used for the AFM directly.

#### TEM Characterization

For TEM, the fcc NCs aqueous solution was appropriately diluted with acetone and dispersed by ultrasonication for 15 min, then one drop of solution was placed on a copper grid coated by carbon film. The TEM measurements were carried out on Tecnai F30 and JEOL-2100 transmission electron microscope operating at 300 kV and 200 kV.

#### XAFS Characterization

**XAS Characterization.** The XAS measurements were carried out on an X pert pro diffractometer (Philips, Netherlands) using Cu K\(_\alpha\) radiation (\(\lambda\) = 1.5406 Å) with a scan speed of 2° min\(^{-1}\). The contribution of the K02 line was subtracted.

**XAFS Characterization.** The XAFS spectra of Ru K edge (22117 eV) for fcc NCs were collected at the BL14W1 beamline of the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF) operated at 3.5 GeV under “top-up” mode with a constant current of 240 mA under fluorescence mode. Pt L3 edge (11564 eV) data were collected at the 1W1B beamline of the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF) under fluorescence mode. The focused beam was tuned by the Si(111) double-crystal monochromators for Pt L3 edge, while the unfocused beam was tuned by the Si(311) double-crystal monochromators for Ru K edge. The energies were calibrated according to the absorption edge of pure Pt and Ru foils. For the XAFS measurements on Pt L3 edge and the Ru K edge, about 0.05 mol·L\(^{-1}\) aqueous solution of as-prepared fcc NCs was sealed in 2 mm liquid cell with Kapton film windows.

All of the collected spectra were processed and analyzed using Athena and Artemis code within the Ifflight package.\(^{20}\) For the X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) part, the experimental absorption coefficients as a function of energies were processed by background subtraction and normalization procedures, and reported as “normalized intensity”. Besides Pt and Ru foils, the PtO\(_2\) and RuO\(_2\) bulk materials were also used as references. For the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) part, the Fourier transform (FT) data in R space were analyzed by applying fcc Pt and fcc Ru models for Pt–Pt/Pt-Ru shell and Ru–Ru/Ru-Pt shell in fcc NCs, respectively. The passive electron factors, \(S_0^2\), were determined by fitting the experimental Pt and Ru foils data and fixing the Pt–Pt and Ru–Ru coordination number (CN) to be 12 and 6 + 6, respectively, and then fixed for further analysis of the measured samples. The parameters describing the electronic properties (e.g., correction to the photoelectron energy origin, \(E_0\)) and local structure environment including CN, bond distance (\(R\)), and Debye–Wallar factor (\(\sigma^2\)) around the absorbing atoms were allowed to vary during the fitting process. The fitted ranges for k and R spaces (\(k^2\) weighted) were selected to be k =...
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